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Kiss-and-run exocytosis, consisting of reversible fusion between the vesicle membrane and the plasma membrane, is considered to lead
to full fusion after stimulation of vesicles containing classical transmitters. However, whether this is also the case in the fusion of
peptidergic vesicles is unknown.

Previously, we have observed that spontaneous neuropeptide discharge from a single vesicle is slower than stimulated release, because
of the kinetic constraints of fusion pore opening. To explore whether slow spontaneous release also reflects a relatively narrow fusion
pore, we analyzed the permeation of FM 4-64 dye and HEPES molecules through spontaneously forming fusion pores in lactotroph
vesicles expressing synaptopHluorin, a pH-dependent fluorescent fusion marker. Confocal imaging showed that half of the spontaneous
exocytotic events exhibited fusion pore openings associated with a change in synaptopHluorin fluorescence but were impermeable to FM
4-64 and HEPES. Together with membrane capacitance measurements, these findings indicate an open fusion pore diameter �0.5 nm,
much smaller than the neuropeptides. In stimulated cells, �70% of exocytotic events exhibited a larger, FM 4-64-permeable pore (�1
nm). Interestingly, capacitance measurements showed that the majority of exocytotic events in spontaneous and stimulated conditions
were transient. Stimulation increased the frequency of transient events and the fusion pore dwell time but decreased the fraction of events
with lowest measurable fusion pore.

Kiss-and-run is the predominant mode of exocytosis in resting and in stimulated peptidergic vesicles. Stimulation prolongs the
effective opening of the fusion pore and expands its primary subnanometer diameter to enable hormone secretion without full fusion.
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Introduction
The release of neurotransmitters and hormones from the secre-
tory vesicles of neurons and neuroendocrine cells is mediated by
exocytosis, leading to the formation of a fusion pore between the
vesicle and the plasma membranes. Vesicle cargo can be released
through the pore by two mechanisms. The fusion pore either
expands, causing the vesicle membrane to flatten into the plasma
membrane (full fusion exocytosis) (Heuser and Reese, 1973), or
reversibly closes, allowing the vesicle to retain its integrity and
residual cargo (“kiss-and-run” exocytosis) (Ceccarelli et al.,
1973; Alvarez de Toledo et al., 1993; Fesce et al., 1994).

The fusion pore dynamics of vesicles undergoing stimulated
exocytosis has been studied extensively with electrophysiological,
electrochemical, and fluorescence techniques (Lindau and Al-
varez de Toledo, 2003). In vesicles undergoing spontaneous exo-

cytosis, however, the mechanism of the formation, expansion,
and resealing of the fusion pore with the plasma membrane is
unclear. For decades, spontaneous exocytosis, although a low-
probability process, was thought to exhibit elementary properties
similar, if not identical, to those of stimulated exocytosis (Katz,
1969). However, recent studies suggest that the exocytotic appa-
ratus at rest differs from that under stimulation in many respects,
including distinct protein requirements for vesicle trafficking
(Wucherpfennig et al., 2003), fusion (Deitcher et al., 1998;
Schoch et al., 2001; Sara et al., 2005), recycling (Sara et al., 2005),
and the kinetics of vesicular content discharge (Stenovec et al.,
2004).

In neuroendocrine cells, stimulated discharge of vesicle con-
tent is some 10 –20 times faster than spontaneous discharge
(Stenovec et al., 2004), indicating differences in the fusion pore
properties under resting and stimulated conditions. In particular,
electrophysiological measurements revealed regular repetitive
transient fusion pore openings (“the pulsing pore”) (Stenovec et
al., 2004), suggesting that flickering activity of the fusion pore
may be the constraint that causes slow release of vesicle content in
resting neuroendocrine cells. However, the slower release might
also reflect a narrow fusion pore under nonstimulated condi-
tions. Recent findings point to the possibility that exocytosis
without release of vesicle cargo occurs before delivery of the stim-
ulus (Rahamimoff and Fernandez, 1997; Stenovec et al., 2004).

In this study, we tested the hypothesis that peptide vesicles at
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rest are engaged in exocytosis, yielding fusion pores of sub-
nanometer diameters, too small for discharge of relatively large
peptide hormones. For these studies, we used isolated rat anterior
pituitary lactotrophs, which secrete prolactin (Walker and Far-
quhar, 1980) and are well suited for studying exocytosis (Angle-
son et al., 1999; Stenovec et al., 2004). Vesicle fusion was moni-
tored by confocal microscopy in resting and stimulated
lactotrophs expressing synaptopHluorin (spH), a pH-sensitive
green fluorescent protein that allows optical discrimination be-
tween unfused and fused vesicles (Miesenböck et al., 1998; San-
karanarayanan and Ryan, 2000; Gandhi and Stevens, 2003). Si-
multaneously, we monitored the ability of vesicle to take up
extracellularly added HEPES molecules and FM 4-64, a red fluo-
rescent dye that stains membranes and the vesicle matrix (Angle-
son et al., 1999; Stenovec et al., 2004, 2005). Finally, elementary
fusion pore properties were studied by electrophysiological
membrane capacitance measurements (Zorec et al., 1991).

Materials and Methods
Cell preparation and transfection. Lactotroph-enriched cell cultures were
prepared from adult male Wistar rat anterior pituitaries as described
previously (Ben-Tabou et al., 1994). Cells were plated on glass coverslips
coated with poly-L-lysine and maintained in high-glucose DMEM (In-
vitrogen, San Diego, CA) supplemented with 10% newborn calf serum
and L-glutamine in an atmosphere of humidified air (92%) and CO2

(8%). One-day-old cultures were transfected with spH in a pCI neo
vector (Promega, Madison, WI) using Lipofectamine Plus (Invitrogen)
as described previously (Miesenböck et al., 1998). The spH plasmid con-
struct was a gift from G. Miesenböck (Sloan-Kettering Institute, Memo-
rial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY). All experiments
were performed at room temperature 2– 4 d after transfection.

The animals were killed in accordance with the International Guiding
Principles for Biomedical Research Involving Animals developed by the
Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences and the
Directive on Conditions for Issue of License for Animal Experiments for
Scientific Research Purposes (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia
40/85 and 22/87).

Solutions. Standard saline solution was prepared consisting of (in mM)
10 HEPES/NaOH, pH 7.2, 10 D-glucose, 130 NaCl, 8 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, and
5 KCl. Ammonium chloride solution, pH 7.2, was prepared by replacing
50 mM NaCl in the standard saline solution with 50 mM NH4Cl. To
prepare 100 mM HEPES solution, pH 7.2, we increased the HEPES in a
standard saline solution from 10 to 100 mM and lowered the NaCl con-
centration to 85 mM. A concentration of 100 mM KCl solution was pre-
pared by replacing 95 mM NaCl in the standard saline solution with 95
mM KCl. All chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Immunocytochemistry. Lactotrophs expressing spH were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100; nonspe-
cific sites were blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin and 10% goat
serum. Prolactin was detected by incubating lactotrophs with rabbit anti-
prolactin polyclonal antibodies (1:80; Chemicon, Temecula, CA) in
combination with secondary Alexa Fluor 546-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG
antibodies (1:500; Invitrogen). Before confocal microscopy, cells were
treated with the Slow Fade Light Antifade kit (Invitrogen). Immunola-
beled cells were analyzed with an inverted Zeiss (Jena, Germany) LSM
510 confocal microscope with an oil-immersion plan apochromatic ob-
jective [63�, 1.4 numerical aperture (NA)] using 488 nm Ar-ion and 543
nm He-Ne laser excitation. Emission spectra were acquired sequentially
with a 505–530 nm bandpass emission filter (spH) and a 560 nm long-
pass emission filter (Alexa Fluor 546).

Colocalization of spH and Alexa Fluor 546 fluorescence signals of im-
munolabeled prolactin was determined by analysis of TIFF files with a
custom MATLAB program (Kreft et al., 2004) that counts red, green, and
colocalized pixels. The threshold for colocalized pixel count was set at
20% of maximum green and red fluorescence intensity. Colocalization
was expressed as the ratio of colocalized to green pixels (percentage).

Time-lapse confocal microscopy. Laser-scanning fluorescence images of

lactotrophs were acquired with an inverted confocal microscope (Zeiss
LSM 510). Coverslips with transfected cells were mounted in standard
saline solution or 100 mM HEPES solution containing 4 �M FM 4-64
(Invitrogen) in a perfusion–stimulation chamber on the microscope
stage. For exposure to NH4Cl, cells were perfused with the ammonium
chloride solution containing 4 �M FM 4-64. In stimulation experiments,
cells were superfused with 100 mM KCl solution 30 s after the start of
recording. After excitation at 488 nm, fluorescence emission was col-
lected through a plan apochromatic objective (63�, 1.4 NA) with a 505–
530 nm bandpass emission filter (spH) and a 585 nm long-pass emission
filter (FM 4-64). Time-lapse fluorescence images (512 � 512 pixels) were
obtained every �0.5 s for up to 2 min (�240 frames). Each cell was
monitored several times. The thickness of optical sections was �2 �m.

Electrophysiology. Cm was measured by using the cell-attached config-
uration with a dual-phase lock-in patch-clamp amplifier [sine-wave fre-
quency ( f ), 1591 Hz; 111 mV root mean square; SWAM IIC; Celica,
Ljubljana, Slovenia]. All recordings were performed with fire-polished,
thick-wall pipettes. The resistance of patch pipettes ranged from 2 to 5
M�; the pipette potential was held at 0 mV. The phase of the lock-in
amplifier was adjusted to nullify the changes in the Re part of the admit-
tance signal in response to 10 fF calibration steps in the Im part of the
signal as described previously (Zorec et al., 1991).

Time-dependent changes in Im (proportional to Cm) were recorded
under basal conditions and during the cell KCl stimulation. The bath and
the pipette contained standard saline solution. Stimulation solution (in
mM: 10 HEPES/NaOH, pH 7.2, 10 D-glucose, 5 NaCl, 8 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2,
and 130 KCl) was added to the recording chamber as a bolus to reach the
final concentration of 100 mM KCl.

For transient fusion events with projections between Re and Im, Cv and
Gp were calculated from the Im and Re portions of the admittance signals
as reported previously (Lollike and Lindau, 1999): Cv � [(Re

2 � Im
2)/

Im]/�, where � is the angular frequency (� � 2�f ) and Gp � (Re
2 �

Im
2)/Re. Fusion pore diameter was estimated with the equation Gp �

(�r 2)/(��), where r is the fusion pore radius, � is the resistivity of the
saline (100 � cm), and � is the length of a gap junction channel (15 nm)
(Spruce et al., 1990). Transient events were analyzed by using the cursor
option in the software subroutine (CellAn; Celica) written for MATLAB
(MathWorks, Natick, MA).

Image and data analysis. Cells were scanned by eye for an individual
exocytotic event by rapidly replaying the movie (�240 frames) in for-
ward and reverse directions. The onset of exocytosis was defined as the
first frame showing a significant increase in spH fluorescence. A circular
region of interest (ROI) 15 pixels in diameter was centered on the spot
where the event occurred, and changes in the fluorescence intensities of
spH and FM 4-64 were monitored over time. Single-exponential [F � F0

� c � exp(�t/�)] or double-exponential [F � F0 � c1 � exp(�t/�1) � c2

� exp(�t/�2)] decay functions were fitted to the diagrams with spH
fluorescence changes using SigmaPlot (Systat Software, San Jose, CA). F
is the fluorescence at time t, F0 is the baseline fluorescence, c is the
fluorescence amplitude of F(t � 0) � F0, c1 and c2 are the fluorescence
amplitudes of individual exponential components of a double-
exponential function, and � is the time constant of an individual exponential
component. The goodness of the exponential fits was judged from the cal-
culated coefficient of determination, R2. The changes in spH and FM 4-64
fluorescence (	F � F � F0) in diagrams were normalized to the initial
fluorescence signal (F0), 	F/F0. The linear function fits ( y � a � b � x) in
scatter plot diagrams were obtained with SigmaPlot. Images were contrasted
with linear interpolation and filtered with a Gaussian filter (radius of 0.5
pixels). Images of a single exocytotic vesicle (ROI) in Figures 1b, 2, 3, and 5
were cropped (45 � 45 pixels) from the original image. Cropped images
were resampled into 236 � 236 pixel images using bilinear interpolation.
Values are reported as means 
 SEM. Statistical significance was evaluated
by Student’s t test, unless stated otherwise.

Results
spH is expressed in prolactin-containing vesicles
in lactotrophs
To study spontaneous single-vesicle fusion events in real time, we
used lactotrophs transfected with spH, a pH-dependent protein
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consisting of the vesicle membrane-targeted protein VAMP2
(synaptobrevin-2) with a pH-sensitive enhanced green fluores-
cent protein (superecliptic pHluorin) fused to its luminal side
(Miesenböck et al., 1998). At the acidic pH of resting vesicles, spH
fluorescence is quenched by protons because of the H�-ATPase
activity. After fusion with the plasma membrane, the vesicle in-
terior becomes accessible from the extracellular environment
(more alkaline pH), allowing the protons to escape. The fluores-
cence intensity of spH increases rapidly and remains elevated
until the pore closes and the vesicle is reacidified (Miesenböck et
al., 1998).

To verify that spH localizes to prolactin vesicles, we immuno-
stained transfected lactotrophs with anti-prolactin antibodies.
The punctuate distribution of green spH fluorescence colocalized
with red anti-prolactin fluorescence (Fig. 1a). The degree of co-
localization was 82 
 2% (mean 
 SEM of 74 images from six
cells), indicating that spH was predominantly targeted to the
prolactin-containing vesicles.

To test whether spH expressed in prolactin-containing vesi-
cles of lactotrophs can sense pH changes, we treated spH-
expressing cells with saline solution containing NH4Cl (50 mM),
which neutralizes the pH of all cellular organelles (Roos and Bo-
ron, 1981). NH4Cl induced a rapid increase in spH fluorescence
(Fig. 1b,c), indicating pH sensitivity, as in vesicles of hippocampal
neurons (Sankaranarayanan and Ryan, 2000), PC-12 cells
(Taraska et al., 2003), and pancreatic MIN6 �-cells (Ohara-
Imaizumi et al., 2002; Tsuboi and Rutter, 2003).

Spontaneous exocytotic vesicles differ in ability to load
FM 4-64
To observe spontaneous exocytotic events, we monitored
changes in spH fluorescence intensity of apparently docked ves-
icles after extracellular addition of FM 4-64, which strongly labels

prolactin-containing vesicles (Angleson et
al., 1999; Stenovec et al., 2004, 2005).
Spontaneous exocytotic events, appearing
as puncta with an abrupt increase in spH
and/or FM 4-64 fluorescence intensity,
were observed in �25% of lactotrophs
(166 cells studied; total recording time
99,600 s). In all, 64 vesicles (36 in standard
saline, 28 in 100 mM HEPES solution)
showed a spontaneous, rapid increase in
spH fluorescence. Analysis of ROIs cen-
tered on the fusion sites revealed that
the average time required for a 20 – 80%
increase in spH fluorescence (rise
time20 – 80%) was �0.5 s (limited by data
acquisition rate), indicating an efflux of
protons through a newly formed fusion
pore. After fluorescence intensity peaked
in the 36 vesicles in standard saline, the
green fluorescent puncta either dimmed
(n � 23; 64%), implying reacidification
after closure of the fusion pore, or re-
mained visible throughout the experiment
(n � 13; 36%), indicating that the vesicle
lumen remained effectively in diffusional
contact with the extracellular space via the
fusion pore. In 11 vesicles, the spH fluo-
rescence signal was already elevated at the
beginning of recording, indicating an
open fusion pore. During the recording,

the spH signal decayed in a few seconds as if the fusion pore had
resealed and the vesicle had been reacidified (Gandhi and
Stevens, 2003). These vesicles were not included in the analysis
because the onset of exocytosis was not discernible.

In 17 (47%) of the 36 spH-positive spontaneous fusion events,
the appearance of green fluorescent puncta was paralleled by red
fluorescent labeling from FM 4-64 entering the prolactin vesicle
(Stenovec et al., 2004), likely through the same fusion pore as the
exiting protons. Labeling with FM 4-64 revealed two types of
spontaneous exocytotic events, type I and type II events, that
could be further subdivided by the transience or persistence of
spH fluorescence. Both types of events could be observed in the
same cell.

Spontaneous type I exocytotic events
In type I exocytotic events (n � 19; 53%), FM 4-64 fluorescence
did not increase with the spH signal (Fig. 2, bottom), likely be-
cause the fusion pore was too narrow for entry of the dye into the
vesicle lumen. In 12 vesicles (Fig. 2a), spH fluorescence declined
rapidly after peaking (half time, 1.3 
 0.2 s). Although, vesicle
movement cannot be ruled out completely, the decay phase of
type I transient events most likely represents endocytosis and
reacidification of the vesicle (Sankaranayanan and Ryan, 2000;
Gandhi and Stevens, 2003; Atluri and Ryan, 2006). In seven ves-
icles (Fig. 2b), spH fluorescence persisted at the peak level (n � 3)
or declined slowly (half time, �100 s; n � 4). In three vesicles
undergoing transient exocytosis, the fusion pore appeared to re-
open several times, as judged by the multiple peaks (some with
complex shapes) (Fig. 2a, insets) and rapid declines of spH fluo-
rescence, as observed in vesicles of hippocampal neurons
(Miesenböck et al., 1998). Although the declines in spH fluores-
cence differed in transient and persistent type I events ( p �
0.001, three persistent type I events were excluded because spH

Figure 1. Functional expression of spH in prolactin-containing vesicles. a, Colocalization of spH with prolactin in lactotrophs.
Cells expressing spH were fixed and labeled first with anti-prolactin antibodies and then with Alexa Fluor 546-conjugated second-
ary antibodies. In the overlay image, yellow indicates colocalization of green (spH) and red (prolactin) fluorescence. b, c, Time-
dependent brightening of prolactin vesicle after application of 50 mM NH4Cl solution. b, Images of a lactotroph before (5 s) and
after (20 s) exposure to NH4Cl. The insets show a single prolactin vesicle. c, The time course of spH fluorescence intensity changes
(	F ) at the vesicle site (ROI) during exposure to NH4Cl. The horizontal black bar indicates of exposure to NH4Cl; arrowheads
indicate the time points of image acquisition. a.u., Arbitrary units. Scale bars, 5 �m.
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fluorescence did not decrease during the
recording), the mean peak amplitudes
were similar (134 
 26% vs 177 
 58%;
n � 12 and 7, respectively; p � 0.43).

Spontaneous type II exocytotic events
In spontaneous type II exocytotic events
(n � 17; 47%), spH and FM 4-64 fluores-
cence increased in parallel (Fig. 3, bot-
tom), indicating that the fusion pore was
wide enough for FM 4-64 to enter the ves-
icles. In 11 vesicles, spH fluorescence was
transient (Fig. 3a). In six vesicles, it was
persistent, either with no decline (n � 2)
or with a slow decay (half time, �100 s;
n � 4) (Fig. 3b). As with type I events, the
mean peak amplitudes of spH fluores-
cence were similar (291 
 57% in tran-
sient events vs 267 
 56% in persistent
events; n � 11 and 6, respectively; p �
0.9), but the decay kinetics differed signif-
icantly ( p � 0.001; two persistent type II
events were excluded because spH fluores-
cence did not decrease during the
recording).

The peak amplitudes of FM 4-64 fluo-
rescence were similar in transient and per-
sistent type II events (168 
 29% vs 161 

98%; n � 11 and 6, respectively; p � 0.66).
However, the time required to reach the
peak amplitude differed significantly as
judged by the average rise time20 – 80%,
which was fourfold faster in transient than
persistent type II events (1.6 
 0.3 vs 5.7 

1.2 s; n � 11 and 6, respectively; p �
0.001). The slower time course may reflect
a narrow fusion pore (Richards et al.,
2005) or a reduction in the effective “open
time” because of fusion pore pulsing
(Stenovec et al., 2004).

Analysis of spH fluorescence decay showed that it was nine
times faster for transient type I than transient type II events (av-
erage half time, 1.3 
 0.2 vs 11.7 
 1.9 s; n � 12 and 11, respec-
tively; p � 0.001). Transient type I events were best fitted by a
single-exponential function with an average time constant (�) of
1.2 
 0.2 s. Transient type II events, however, were best fitted by
a double-exponential function with an average fast component
(�1) of 1.9 
 0.6 s and an average slow component (�2) of 29.6 

5.3 s. Differences in the spH fluorescence intensity decline likely
indicate distinct reacidification kinetics in the transient type I and
transient type II events. Spontaneous transient type I and type II
events differed also in the amplitude of spH fluorescence. The
mean peak amplitude of spH fluorescence was twofold higher in
type II events (134 
 26% vs 291 
 57%; n � 12 and 11, respec-
tively; p � 0.02), which is consistent with compound fusion
(Pelkmans and Zerial, 2005), as commonly observed in stimu-
lated lactotrophs (Angleson et al., 1999; Cochilla et al., 2000).

Increased pH buffer concentration slows reacidification only
in vesicles that load FM 4-64
The time course of the decline in spH fluorescence intensity re-
flects the time required for retrieval and reacidification of the
vesicle (Miesenböck et al., 1998). Therefore, if changes in spH

fluorescence are associated with exposure of the pH-sensitive
moiety of the spH fusion protein to the extracellular space,
changes in pH buffering capacity should affect the time course of
recorded spH fluorescence signals (Gandhi and Stevens, 2003).

Types I and II spontaneous exocytotic events in resting lac-
totrophs were defined by differences in the permeation of FM
4-64 dye (Mw � 608 g/mol) across the fusion pore (Figs. 2, 3). To
determine whether the fusion pores of prolactin-containing ves-
icles undergoing spontaneous exocytosis also differ in the perme-
ation of the 40% smaller pH buffer molecule HEPES (Mw � 238
g/mol), we raised its concentration in the bathing solution from
10 to 100 mM. We expected that the addition of HEPES would
slow the decline in spH fluorescence (during reacidification) only
in the exocytotic vesicles with fusion pores wide enough for
HEPES to enter the vesicular lumen (Gandhi and Stevens, 2003).

In type I events (n � 14), the average decay half time of spH
fluorescence in cells exposed to 100 mM HEPES did not differ
from that in cells exposed to 10 mM HEPES (Table 1, Fig. 4a).
Moreover, the proportion of transient and persistent type I events
was similar under both conditions (Fisher’s exact test, p � 0.72).
Thus, HEPES did not slow the reacidification of vesicles under-
going type I exocytosis. In type II events (n � 14), however, the
proportion of persistent events was significantly higher than at 10

Figure 2. Spontaneous type I exocytotic events. Sequential images of a single vesicle and changes in spH and FM 4-64 fluores-
cence at the vesicle site are shown. Fluorescence signals are plotted as the change in fluorescence (	F ) normalized to the initial
fluorescence (F0 ) in arbitrary units. a, b, Exocytosis resulted in a rapid increase in spH fluorescence, followed by a rapid single-
exponential decline (gray line) with � of 0.7 s (a) or a persistent elevation (b). Insets in a show a repetitive type I exocytotic event.
Numbers on plots correspond to times when images were recorded. White circles indicate ROIs. Scale bars, 1 �m.
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mM HEPES (93% vs 35%; Fisher’s exact test, p � 0.01). At 100
mM HEPES, 13 of 14 type II events were persistent, consistent
with slowed reacidification attributable to increased influx of
HEPES into the vesicular lumen through the fusion pore. In the
transient event, the decay half time was 8.4 s, similar to that
recorded most frequently in cells exposed to 10 mM HEPES
(Table 1, Fig. 4a).

Stimulated vesicles have greater ability to load FM 4-64 than
spontaneous ones
In chromaffin cells, higher levels of stimulation are thought to
lead to fusion pore expansion (Elhamdani et al., 2001; Fulop et

al., 2005). To determine whether stimula-
tion shifts the mode of exocytosis from
type I to type II, with a larger FM 4-64- and
HEPES-permeable pore, we stimulated
lactotrophs with 100 mM KCl immediately
after observing spontaneous exocytotic
events (three cells). After stimulation, no
changes in spH or FM 4-64 fluorescence
were observed at the sites of spontaneous
persistent type I and type II exocytosis.
Furthermore, stimulation failed to trigger
exocytosis at sites of previous spontaneous
transient exocytotic events, as if the vesi-
cles were fully endocytosed at rest and be-
came insensitive to stimulation. However,
stimulation triggered exocytosis of new
vesicles (n � 28). As in spontaneous
events, the spH fluorescence increase was
�0.5 s in stimulated events, indicating an
efflux of protons through a newly formed
fusion pore. In 20 (71%) of 28 new vesicles
entering exocytosis, the FM 4-64 fluores-
cence increased together with the spH flu-
orescence signal (type II events) (Fig. 5b),
indicating that the fusion pore was wide
enough for FM 4-64 to enter the vesicle. In
8 (29%) stimulated vesicles, the FM 4-64
did not enter the vesicle lumen (type I
events) (Fig. 5a). Thus, the markedly
higher proportion of type II events in
stimulated than in unstimulated cells
(71% vs 47%) (Table 2) likely indicates
that stimulation by 100 mM KCl triggers
exocytotic events with larger fusion pore
diameters compared with spontaneous
events.

Transient fusion pore opening is the
predominant mode of exocytosis in
resting and stimulated lactotrophs
In chromaffin cells, stimulation is thought
to shift the mode of exocytosis from tran-
sient (kiss-and-run) to persistent (full fu-
sion) (Fulop et al., 2005; Elhamdani et al.,
2006). By monitoring spH fluorescence,
both type I and type II events were classi-
fied as persistent or transient. However,
the majority of stimulated events were
persistent (n � 26); only two events were
transient (Table 2). Although persistent
events likely mirror full fusion of vesicles,

one cannot exclude the possibility that persistent events represent
kiss-and-run exocytosis with rapid fusion pore flickers. To fur-
ther test these possibilities, we performed electrophysiological
experiments to monitor the fusion pore properties directly.

The cell-attached patch-clamp configuration was used to
monitor discrete steps in membrane capacitance (Cm; propor-
tional to the imaginary part of admittance, Im), where increases
(on-steps) correspond to single exocytotic events (Neher and
Marty, 1982). Discrete steps in Cm (total n � 2422) were revealed
in 7 of 18 patches before (n � 209) and after stimulation (n �
2213) during a recording time of 4708 s. Figure 6a shows a rep-
resentative experiment in which spontaneous discrete steps in

Figure 3. Spontaneous type II exocytotic events. Sequential images of a single vesicle and changes in spH and FM 4-64
fluorescence, plotted as in Figure 2, at the vesicle site are shown. a, b, Exocytosis resulted in a rapid increase in spH fluorescence,
followed by a double-exponential decay in spH fluorescence (gray line) with a fast component (�1 ) of 0.7 s and a slow component
(�2 ) of 24.6 s (a) or persistent elevation (b). Dashed lines indicate levels of fluorescence signal used to calculate the time needed
for a 20 – 80% increase in FM 4-64 fluorescence (rise timeFM4-64). Numbers on the plots correspond to times when images were
recorded. White circles indicate ROIs. Scale bars, 1 �m.

Table 1. Influence of pH buffer capacity on decay time (t1/2) of spH fluorescence in spontaneous exocytotic events

Events

10 mM HEPES 100 mM HEPES

Average t1/2 (s) Percentage Average t1/2 (s) Percentage

Type I
Transient 1.3 
 0.2 (n � 12) 63 1.6 
 0.2 (n � 10) 71
Persistent �100 (n � 7) 37 �100 (n � 4) 29

Type II
Transient 11.7 
 1.9 (n � 11) 65 8.4 (n � 1) 7
Persistent �100 (n � 6) 35 �100 (n � 13) 93

Note the changes in percentages of transient and persistent type II events between 10 and 100 mM buffer conditions (Fisher’s exact test, p � 0.01).
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Cm, recorded in the same patch of membrane, are displayed on
the left before stimulation and on the right after stimulation with
100 mM KCl. Along with the time-dependent changes in Cm, the
time-dependent changes of the real part of admittance signal (Re)
are shown above. Under both conditions, all but 10 on-steps in
Cm (n � 2412) were followed by discrete off-steps within a few
seconds, representing a transient fusion event (Neher and Marty,
1982), which likely derives from reversible fusion of a single ves-
icle with the plasma membrane. The mean peak amplitude of
spontaneous and stimulated transient events from the same re-
cording was similar before and after stimulation [0.57 
 0.05
(n � 25) vs 0.57 
 0.04 fF (n � 331)] (Fig. 6b). Moreover, the
coefficient of correlation between the on-step and subsequent
off-step was close to 1 (Fig. 6c, top) (Neher and Marty, 1982),
indicating that discrete steps in Cm report repetitive fusion events
of the same vesicle before and after stimulation. A similar behav-
ior was observed in all patches with amplitudes ranging from 0.3
to 10 fF in particular recordings.

The occurrence of transient events in the Im signal increased
significantly in all patches after stimulation from 0.15 
 0.02
events/s (n � 207) to 0.67 
 0.07 events/s (n � 2,205; p � 0.01)
(for a representative experiment, see Fig. 6c, bottom). Nonrevers-
ing steps (0.4% of all events), representing full vesicle fusion (Ne-
her and Marty, 1982), occurred with practically the same low
incidence before and after stimulation (0.0016 
 0.0011 vs
0.0024 
 0.0015 events/s; p � 0.57). These results indicate that
persistent events in an imaging experiment (Figs. 2b, 3b, 5) most

likely consist of fast repetitive fusion pore flickers (Fig. 6a)
(Stenovec et al., 2004) rather than full fusion.

Stimulation increases fusion pore dwell time and
pore conductance
Fluorescence studies revealed that stimulated vesicles have a
greater ability to load FM 4-64 than spontaneous exocytotic ves-
icles (Table 2). This is likely because of the increased occurrence
of transient, flickering events (Fig. 6c, bottom). However, it may
also be attributable to a longer fusion pore dwell time or a larger
pore diameter.

Indeed, the average dwell time of transient fusion events was
longer after stimulation [130 
 20 ms (n � 207) vs 220 
 10 ms
(n � 2,205); p � 0.01]. Figure 6d shows the histogram of tran-
sient fusion pore dwell times for a representative experiment,
which was, at rest, best fitted by a Gaussian with a mean of 62 

2 ms (n � 25), as shown previously (Stenovec et al., 2004). How-
ever, in contrast to spontaneous fusion pore openings, the stim-
ulated events were best fitted by an exponential function with a
time constant of 287 
 0.02 ms (Fig. 6d) (n � 331; p � 0.05).

To determine the fusion pore conductance (Gp), the Re was
monitored for cross talk with the discrete transient increase in the
Im (see Materials and Methods) (Lollike and Lindau, 1999). In
five (71%) of seven patches, the Gp of transient fusion pore events
could be determined. Of 2412 transient fusion events, 94 (4%) in
the Im trace exhibited cross talk with the Re trace. However, these
events were more frequent under resting than under stimulated
conditions (25% vs 2%). At rest, the Gp ranged from 8 to 200 pS
(mean, 53 
 9 pS; n � 51). These values correspond to fusion
pore diameters of 0.4 –2.0 nm (see Materials and Methods)
(Spruce et al., 1990). However, the average conductance of rela-
tively fewer stimulated fusion events with measurable Gp was
significantly larger than that of resting events (81 
 15 pS; n � 43;
p � 0.05) with a maximum of 530 pS, indicating that the diameter
of fusion pore in the majority of stimulated events is �3.2 nm
(n � 2162; 98%) (for data from a single patch, see Fig. 6e, top). Gp

values are comparable to those estimated in other electrophysio-
logical studies (Lindau and Almers, 1995; Klyachko and Jackson,
2002; He et al., 2006).

Interestingly, although the number of transient fusion events
increased after stimulation, the fraction of events exhibiting dis-
cernible cross talk between the Im and Re parts of the admittance
signals, allowing the estimation of Gp, was significantly reduced
from 2.7 
 1.0%/s (n � 25) to 0.6 
 0.1%/s (n � 331) after
stimulation (Fig. 6e, bottom) ( p � 0.05). These results support
the idea that the fusion pore properties are altered by stimulation:
dwell time increases, whereas the narrow fusion pore widens
upon stimulation.

Discussion
Spontaneous release of vesicle content in neuroendocrine cells is
slower than stimulated release, likely because of the rapid repet-
itive transient fusion pore openings (Stenovec et al., 2004). In this
study, we tested the hypothesis that the slow spontaneous release
of peptides may also reflect a relatively narrow fusion pore
opening.

Two modes of permeation through spontaneously formed
fusion pores
To monitor the permeation properties of spontaneously forming
fusion pores, we used rat pituitary lactotrophs expressing a pH-
sensitive vesicular marker, spH (Miesenböck et al., 1998). This
marker was predominantly expressed in prolactin-containing

Figure 4. Addition of small HEPES molecules to the bath slows reacidification only in vesicles
that load FM 4-64. a, Representative spontaneous type I and type II exocytotic events in 10 and
100 mM HEPES bath solution. spH fluorescence intensity was normalized as (F � F0)/(Fmax �
F0), where F is the fluorescence at any given time point. Dotted lines indicate minimal and
maximal levels of spH fluorescence signal. Note the slower spH fluorescence decline of type II
events in the 100 mM HEPES bath solution. b, Surface models of prolactin, green fluorescent
protein (GFP), atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP), FM 4-64, and HEPES. The three-dimensional (3D)
structure data for prolactin, GFP, and ANP were from Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB). The
3D structure data for HEPES were from the National Cancer Institute database. The 3D structure
of FM 4-64 was predicted from the two-dimensional structure using MDL ISIS/Draw (version
2.5). The surface models of molecules were generated with a Pymol Molecular Graphics System.
The cylinders indicate the dimension of a fusion pore with a diameter of 0.5 nm and a length
equal to the membrane thickness. See Table 3 for dimension.
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vesicles, and stimulation with ammonium chloride resulted in
vesicle brightening, because the pH neutralization of the vesicle
lumen relieved the proton quenching of spH fluorescence (Fig.
1). Simultaneous monitoring of exocytosis by a second fusion
marker, extracellularly added FM 4-64 styryl dye (Stenovec et al.,
2004, 2005), demonstrated two types of spontaneous exocytotic
events (Figs. 2, 3). In 53% of these events (type I), FM 4-64 was
unable to enter the lumen of spH-positive vesicles after fusion
(Fig. 2). In type II events, the dye entered the vesicular lumen, as
indicated by the increase in red fluorescence (Fig. 3).

The fusion pore opens to subnanometer
diameter in resting cells
For vesicular cargo release, the fusion pore
must be large enough to allow the passage
of the cargo. The difference in permeabil-
ity to FM 4-64 we observed suggests that
the fusion pore diameters are smaller in
type I events than in type II events. In type
I events, FM 4-64 molecules could not en-
ter the vesicle, and increased concentra-
tions of HEPES molecules, which are 40%
smaller (238 vs 608 g/mol), did not slow
the rapid decay of spH fluorescence (Table
1), suggesting that HEPES molecules were
unable to pass the fusion pore. Based on
the XYZ dimensions of molecules passing
through the fusion pore (Fig. 4b, Table 3),
we estimate that, in spontaneous type I
events, the fusion pore is no larger than
�0.5 nm (Fig. 4b, molecular dimension of
HEPES) and may be even smaller. Under
these conditions, it is unlikely that prolac-
tin molecules can exit the vesicle lumen
(Fig. 4b). In spontaneous type II exocy-
totic events, however, the fusion pore ap-
peared to be wider, allowing the passage of
molecules as large as 0.9 nm in diameter
(FM 4-64) and perhaps much larger pep-
tide hormones as well, such as atrial natri-
uretic peptide and prolactin (Stenovec at
al, 2004) (Fig. 4b).

The fusion pore permeability to FM
4-64 and HEPES in type II events is in
agreement with previous measurements
of loading of FM dyes, horseradish perox-
idase (Mw � 40,000 g/mol), and antibod-
ies (Mw � 150,000 g/mol) into spontane-
ously endocytosing synaptic vesicles
(Malgaroli et al., 1995; Ryan et al., 1997;
Sara et al., 2005). However, by using the
spH construct, we were also able to see

exocytotic events with fusion pore diameters smaller than the
molecular dimensions of these molecules (type I events).

Cargo release from a vesicle depends not only on the fusion
pore size but also on the dwell time of the open fusion pore
(Stevens and Williams, 2000; Graham et al., 2002). Both HEPES
and FM 4-64 are small molecules that diffuse a distance of �5 nm
(membrane thickness) faster than 10�3 ms, as estimated with the
following equation: t � x 2/D, where t is the time, D is the diffu-
sion coefficient of sucrose (D � 5.23 � 10�7 cm 2/s; Mw � 342
g/mol), and x is the membrane thickness (Weiss, 1996). Because
the average dwell time of a fusion pore at rest is �50 ms (Fig. 6)
(Sun et al., 2002; Stenovec et al., 2004), it is most likely that the
diameter of the fusion pore is the only limiting factor preventing
the permeation of HEPES and FM 4-64 molecules in type I re-
sponses (Fig. 2, Table 1).

Transient and persistent fusion events reveal distinct
mechanisms of spontaneous vesicle retrieval
In both types of spontaneous events, spH fluorescence was either
transient or persistent (Figs. 2, 3, top). We did not observe lateral
diffusion of spH from the site of exocytosis into the plasma mem-
brane (data not shown) (Tsuboi and Rutter, 2003). Therefore, in

Figure 5. Stimulation of lactotrophs expressing spH. a, b, Representative sequential images of a single vesicle and changes in
spH and FM 4-64 fluorescence at the vesicle site after stimulation with 100 mM KCl solution are shown. The fluorescence signals are
plotted as the change in fluorescence (	F ) normalized to the initial fluorescence (F0 ) in arbitrary units. Exocytosis resulted in a
rapid increase in spH fluorescence, followed by a persistent elevation. Dashed lines in b indicate levels of fluorescence signal used
to calculate the time needed for a 20 – 80% increase in FM 4-64 fluorescence (rise timeFM4-64). Numbers on the plots correspond
to times when images were recorded. Arrowheads indicate the onset of stimulation. White circles indicate ROIs. Scale bars, 1 �m.

Table 2. Stimulation with 100 mM KCl changes the proportion of type I and type II
events

Events
Percentages of all spontaneous
events

Percentages of all stimulated
events

Type I 53 (n � 19) 29 (n � 8)
Transient 63 (n � 12) 0 (n � 0)
Persistent 37 (n � 7) 100 (n � 8)

Type II 47 (n � 17) 71 (n � 20)
Transient 65 (n � 11) 10 (n � 2)
Persistent 35 (n � 6) 90 (n � 18)
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both subtypes of fusion events, it is likely
that vesicle exocytosis occurred in a non-
full-collapse manner (Taraska et al., 2003;
Thorn and Parker, 2005).

In transient events, spH fluorescence
peaked and rapidly declined, suggesting
that the fusion pore closed shortly after
opening, similar to the kiss-and-run exo-
cytosis observed in other systems (Gandhi
and Stevens, 2003; Tsuboi and Rutter,
2003). Because 65% of all spontaneous
exocytotic fusion events were transient,
the kiss-and-run mode seems to be the
predominant form of vesicle exocytosis in
resting lactotrophs (Figs. 2a, 3a). Some of
the transient events (8%) occurred repeat-
edly (Fig. 2a, inset) as reported previously
(Miesenböck et al., 1998), presumably be-
cause of fusion pore pulsing as observed in
capacitance studies (Stenovec et al., 2004).

In 35% of all events, spH fluorescence
peaked and was persistently elevated for at
least 100 s (Figs. 2b, 3b), indicating that the
fusion pore remained open, allowing con-
tinuous exposure of the vesicular lumen to
the extracellular solution because of a long
fusion pore lifetime, as in stimulated vesi-
cles (Ohara-Imaizumi et al., 2002; Gandhi
and Stevens, 2003; Perrais et al., 2004;
Thorn and Parker, 2005). However, FM
4-64 loading was fourfold slower in persis-
tent than in transient type II events (see
also Stenovec et al., 2004). Thus, the spH
signal may persist because of a rapidly
flickering fusion pore, which kinetically
restricts the permeation of FM 4-64 dye
and possibly hormone molecules (Staal et
al., 2004; Stenovec et al., 2004).

Resting vesicles have narrow fusion
pores that may not expand
without stimulation
Our findings suggest that exocytosis of
vesicles at rest does not necessarily lead to
cargo release. More than half of the vesi-
cles entering spontaneous fusion have fu-
sion pores with subnanometer diameters
(�0.5 nm), too narrow for the discharge
of peptide hormones (Fig. 4b, Table 3)
(Stenovec et al., 2004). In contrast, the
majority (�70%) of exocytotic events in
stimulated cells exhibited a larger, FM
4-64-permeable fusion pore (�1 nm)
(Fig. 5b, Table 2), consistent with previous
fusion pore permeation studies (Barg et
al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2002; Tsuboi
and Rutter, 2003; Fulop et al., 2005).

In stimulated cells, spH imaging re-
vealed that fusion events were predomi-
nantly persistent (�93%) (Fig. 5, Table 2).
As in spontaneous events, we did not ob-
serve lateral diffusion of spH from the site
of stimulated exocytotic events into the

Figure 6. Fusion pore openings in cell-attached patches of a lactotroph before and after stimulation. a, Examples of Re and Im

traces under spontaneous and 100 mM KCl-stimulated conditions. Im exhibits reversible step increases under spontaneous and
stimulated conditions. Note the significant cross talk between the Im and the Re signals under spontaneous conditions, which
diminished after stimulation (arrowhead). The calibration pulse (asterisk, 10 fF) does not project to the Re signal, indicating the
correct phase angle setting of the lock-in amplifier. Expanded segments show individual transient events before and after stim-
ulation. Also shown are Gp and Cv calculated from Im and Re (see Materials and Methods). Insets on the right indicate fusion pore
opening in which Gp was likely �530 pS (maximal Gp measured), because a change in Re was not associated with the Im signal of
the transient fusion pore event. b, Distribution of amplitudes of transient capacitance fusion events before and after stimulation.
The curves show Gaussian fits with the mean values: 0.57
0.05 fF (n�25) for spontaneous events and 0.57
0.04 fF (n�331)
for stimulated events ( p � 0.998). The inset shows the distribution of spontaneous events on an expanded ordinate scale. c,
Occurrence of transient fusion events. A plot of capacitance on-steps versus off-steps (top) revealed a high correlation coefficient
(r) between the two measures (r � 0.82). The line represents the linear fit to the data with a slope near 1 (0.85 
 0.03; n � 356).
The frequency of events (bottom), analyzed in 10 s epochs, increased from 0.23 
 0.06 events/s (n � 25 events analyzed in 18
epochs) to 0.70 
 0.07 events/s (n � 331 events analyzed in 55 epochs). d, Fusion pore dwell-time histograms under sponta-
neous and stimulated conditions. Frequency distribution of fusion pore dwell times in spontaneous events was best fitted with a
Gaussian curve with the mean 
 SEM: 62 
 2 ms (n � 25). After stimulation, the frequency distribution was best fitted with a
single-exponential curve with the time constant of 287 
 0.02 ms (n � 331). e, Gp analysis of transient events calculated from Re

and Im. Top, The average Gp increased from 18 
 1 pS (n � 15) to 37 
 7 pS (n � 20). Excluded are 10 spontaneous and 311
stimulated events that did not exhibit cross talk between the Im and Re traces. Bottom, The occurrence of transient events with
cross talk between Im and Re traces was determined as percentages of events per second, analyzed in 10-s-long epochs (18 before
and 55 after stimulation). Their occurrence decreased from 2.7 
 1.0%/s (n � 25) at rest to 0.6 
 0.3%/s after stimulation (n �
331). All diagrams apply to a representative experiment. Values are means 
 SEM. **p � 0.05.

Table 3. Dimensions of hydrated proton, small chemical molecules, and proteins

Molecule Mw (g/mol) XYZ dimensions (nm)a Database accession number

Hydrated proton (H3O�) 19 0.1 (O-H) � 0.2 (H-H) � 0.2 (H-H) 13968-08-6 (CAS)
HEPES 238 0.5 � 1.0 � 0.3 7365-45-9 (CAS)
FM 4-64b 608 0.9 � 3.0 � 0.3
Human ANP �3 � 103 2.1 � 2.1 � 1.1 1ANP (PDB) (Cunningham et al., 1994)
GFP mutant �27 � 103 3.8 � 5.1 � 3.6 2EMO (PDB) (Palm et al., 1997)
Human prolactin �23 � 103 5.2 � 6.4 � 3.3 1RW5 (PDB) (Teilum et al., 2005)

O-H, Oxygen atom to hydrogen atom; H-H, between two hydrogen atoms; CAS, Chemical Abstracts Service numbers for small chemical molecules; PDB, Protein
Data Bank numbers for proteins; ANP, atrial natriuretic peptide; GFP, green fluorescent protein.
aXYZ dimensions of molecules were measured with a Pymol Molecular Graphics System.
bThree-dimensional model of FM 4-64 was obtained with MDL ISIS/Draw (version 2.5) and a Pymol Molecular Graphics System.
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plasma membrane (data not shown) (Tsuboi and Rutter, 2003),
indicating that stimulated vesicle exocytosis likely occurred in a
non-full-collapse manner (Graham et al., 2002; Taraska et al.,
2003; Tsuboi and Rutter, 2003; Thorn and Parker, 2005), not as
complete vesicle fusion (Takahashi et al., 2002; Fulop et al., 2005;
Elhamdani et al., 2006). Moreover, the so-called persistent events
observed in optical studies very likely reflect repetitive transient
fusion pore openings we observed in capacitance recordings be-
fore (Fig. 6a, left) (Stenovec et al., 2004) and after (Fig. 6a, right)
stimulation and are not a consequence of a persistently open
fusion pore with a long lifetime (Ohara-Imaizumi et al., 2002).
Estimated mean burst duration of Cm steps of single vesicle flick-
ers before final endocytosis was �100 s in both spontaneous and
stimulated events (data not shown), which is consistent with the
time courses obtained in the optical studies for the duration of
persistent events (Table 1). Optical monitoring of fusion dynam-
ics is limited by the characteristics of the spH construct. In par-
ticular, the effect of fusion pore closure is poorly reflected in these
measurements because of reacidification, which is, compared
with the fusion pore closure observed as an off-step in capaci-
tance measurements (Fig. 6a), rather slow [� � 4 –5 s for synaptic
vesicles (Atluri and Ryan, 2006)] (Table 1, transient events), ex-
plaining why we rarely observed multiple exocytotic events with
optical monitoring (Fig. 2a, insets). Both sets of results support
the view that a narrow fusion pore widens on stimulation. Fur-
thermore, experimental data indicate that transient exocytosis is
the predominant form of secretory activity in both resting (Table
1; Fig. 6a, left) and stimulated (Fig. 6a, right) lactotrophs.

Capacitance measurements of spontaneous and stimulated
fusion events of a single vesicle (Fig. 6) revealed that transient
vesicle fusions occur fourfold more frequently after stimulation
with a twofold longer fusion pore dwell time (Sun et al., 2002).
However, the fraction of events with lowest measurable fusion
pore conductance decreased by almost 80% (2.7% to 0.6% of
events with measurable Gp per second), reflecting wider pore
diameters after stimulation in the majority of transient fusion
events. Therefore, a stimulus may activate already fused vesicles
(unproductive exocytosis), in which only a narrow fusion pore
diameter prevents cargo discharge (Fig. 4b, Table 3), resulting in
productive exocytosis (discharge of vesicle cargo). Stimulus thus
prolongs the effective opening of the fusion pore and expands its
diameter, enabling hormone secretion. These results are consis-
tent with vesicle discharge mechanisms after fusion (Hartmann
and Lindau, 1995; Rahamimoff and Fernandez, 1997; Fulop et al.,
2005; Michael et al., 2006).
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